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MULTI-PULSE HETERODYNE 
SUB-CARRIER INTERROGATION OF 
INTERFEROMETRIC SENSORS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention generally relates to time division 

multiplexed interferometric sensors. More speci?cally, the 
present invention relates to interrogating interferometric sen 
sors in a manner that increases the alloWable interrogation 
pulse duty-cycle and that improves signal-to-noise ratios. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Time division multiplexing (TDM) of interferometric sen 

sors is performed using pulsed light sources to produce pulse 
re?ections from the sensors such that the re?ections are dis 
tributed in time because of the different time delays associ 
ated With each sensor. The requirement that the re?ections 
from the different sensors be separated in the time domain 
results in the need to use pulse duty cycles and pulse repeti 
tion rates that take into account the number of sensors being 
sensed and their separations. 
An interferometric sensor may be described as being com 

prised of tWo paths from an interrogating transmitter unit to a 
receiver unit through an optical sensor network. The optical 
sensor netWork may comprise a number of paths, Where cer 
tain pairs of paths form sensor interferometers. The different 
paths through the sensor netWork may typically be formed by 
optical Waveguides and splitters like optical ?bers, optical 
splitters, circulators, and other Waveguide coupled compo 
nents, or free space optical paths, mirrors, beam splitters and 
other bulk components. The time delay difference between 
the tWo paths of a sensor is called the imbalance of that sensor. 
The sensor imbalance can be made sensitive to some measur 
and that one Wants to measure. Changes in the sensor imbal 
ance are measured by extracting the phase of the interference 
betWeen light components that has propagated the tWo paths 
as they are combined in the receiver. The extracted phase Will 
thus provide information about the desired measurand. The 
portions of the sensor netWork that are common to both the 
sensor path and the reference path of a sensor may be called 
transport or lead paths. In a ?ber optic sensor netWork the lead 
paths are called lead ?bers. 

Interferometric sensors can be multiplexed along the same 
?ber using time-division multiplexing (TDM). In TDM, the 
optical source outputs light With a periodic intensity pattern 
and With a repetition period T called the TDM repetition 
period. The duty-cycle of the source is de?ned as the fraction 
of time in Which the source is turned on. The duty-cycle 
depends on the number of multiplexed sensors and the sepa 
ration betWeen the sensors. Each sensor directs a portion of 
the source light to the receiver. The sensors form different 
delays from the source to the detector, and signals directed 
from different sensors Will therefore be separated in time at 
the detector. 
A Well-knoWn time division multiplexed interrogation 

technique is the tWo pulse heterodyne sub-carrier generation 
technique as disclosed in J. P. Dakin, “An Optical Sensing 
System,” UK patent application number 2126820A (?led Jul. 
17, 1982). The tWo pulse heterodyne technique repeatedly 
transmits tWo interrogation pulses that have pulse Widths that 
are shorter than (or equal to) the sensor imbalance. The phase 
difference betWeen the ?rst and the second pulse of each pulse 
pair is linearly varied With time to produce a differential 
frequency shift betWeen the sequences of ?rst pulses and 
second pulses. In the tWo pulse heterodyne technique the 
second pulse that has propagated the shortest path of the 
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2 
interferometer and the ?rst pulse that has propagated the 
longest path of the interferometer interfere, forming an inter 
ference pulse at the receiver Which is detected and used for 
extraction of the sensor phase. The differential frequency 
shift betWeen the ?rst and second pulses of the pulse pairs 
produces a carrier frequency on the sequence of detected 
interference pulses. The phase of this carrier is extracted. This 
extracted carrier phase equals the sensor phase except for a 
constant phase term. 
A Well-knoWn interrogation method for continuous Wave 

(cW) interrogation of interferometric sensors is the phase 
generated carrier technique, disclosed in A. Dandrige et al., 
“Homodyne demodulation scheme for ?ber optic sensors 
using phase generated carrier,” IEEE Journal of Quantum 
Electronics, l8(l0):l647-l653, 1982. The phase generated 
carrier technique is based on a harmonic bias modulation of 
the sensor phase, for instance by modulation of the source 
phase, resulting in a detected interference signal that has 
signal components at harmonics of the source modulation 
frequency. The sensor phase (Without the applied bias modu 
lation) can be determined from a combination of the signal 
components of several harmonics of the source modulation 
frequency. This technique can also be used in combination 
With time-division multiplexing, see A. D. Kersey et al. 
“Time-division multiplexing of interferometric ?ber sensor 
using passive phase-generated carrier interrogation,” Optics 
Letters, l2(l0):775-777, 1987. The light source may then be 
pulsed in the same manner as for the tWo pulse heterodyne 
sub-carrier generation technique, While the source phase is 
modulated in the same manner as for the cW phase generated 
carrier technique. The detector is sampled at the arrival of the 
re?ected pulses, and the sensor phase is calculated from the 
harmonics of the source modulation frequency. 

One type of interferometric sensor is the inline Fabry-Perot 
sensor. When inline Fabry-Perot sensors are pulse interro 
gated, extra re?ected pulses are received due to multiple 
re?ections Within the Fabry-Perot cavity. These pulses are 
called decay pulses. For Fabry-Perot interferometers, the 
number of decay pulses is in principle in?nite. If for instance 
a decay pulse from sensor 1 arrives at the detector simulta 
neously With a detected interference pulse from sensor 2 that 
is used to calculate the sensor phase, the interference betWeen 
the decay pulse and the detected interference pulse Will intro 
duce crosstalk from sensor 1 to sensor 2. Thus, the source 
duty-cycle and the delay separation betWeen the sensors must 
be chosen so that the sequence of decay pulses has faded-out 
to a level that depends on the alloWable crosstalk level. In the 
prior art, to suppress crosstalk betWeen the inline Fabry-Perot 
sensors one set of decay pulses has to fade out before re?ec 
tions from another pair of interrogation pulses can be 
received. Thus, most of the interrogation pulse duty-cycle is 
Wasted by having to Wait for the multiple re?ections to fade. 
Other types of interferometric sensors have similar problems 
in that overlapping pulse re?ections have to be prevented. 

In vieW of the foregoing problems, an interferometric sen 
sor interrogation method that increases the alloWable interro 
gation pulse duty-cycle and that improves the signal-to-noise 
ratio Would be bene?cial. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention generally provide 
for methods of interrogating time-multiplexed interferomet 
ric sensors using multiple interrogation pulses in a manner 
that increases the alloWable interrogation pulse duty-cycle 
and that improves the signal-to-noise ratio. 
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According to embodiments of the present invention, in 
each TDM repetition period T, a sequence of NP>2 multiple 
interrogation pulses are generated in NP transmission time 
slots, Where subsequent transmission time slots are separated 
by a sensor imbalance "us. Here the term “time-slot” refers to 
a period of time that occurs at the same position Within every 
TDM repetition period. A phase modulator modulates the 
phase of the pulses such that the optical frequencies produced 
in different transmission time-slots are different. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, the difference in optical frequency 
betWeen any tWo subsequent transmitted time-slots equals 
Av, Where Av is the sub-carrier frequency. The portion of the 
m’th (m:0,l, . . . ,Np—l) interrogation pulse propagating the 
longest path of a sensor interferometer and the portion of the 
(m+l)’th interrogation pulse propagating the shortest path of 
the same interferometer Will interfere, forming interference 
pulse numberm out of a sequence of Np—l interference pulses 
that arrives at the receiver Within each TDM repetition period. 
The interference pulse number m arrives in receiver time slot 
number m Within every TDM repetition period. The sequence 
of detected interference pulses from receiver time slot m in 
sequence of TDM periods Will contain a sub-carrier signal 
component With frequency Av. This sub-carrier signal Will 
have a phase that is equal to the phase of the sensor apart from 
a constant bias phase. The sensor phase is calculated by 
combining phase information from sub-carrier signals 
extracted from several or all of the receiver time slots. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

So that the manner in Which the above recited features of 
the present invention can be understood in detail, a more 
particular description of the invention, brie?y summarized 
above, may be had by reference to embodiments, some of 
Which are illustrated in the appended draWings. It is to be 
noted, hoWever, that the appended draWings illustrate only 
typical embodiments of this invention and are therefore not to 
be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention may 
admit to other equally effective embodiments. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a Fabry-Perot sensor 
array that incorporates the principles of the present invention; 

FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of using frequency 
modulation in a Fabry-Perot sensor array; 

FIG. 2 depicts multiple optical pulses and TDM pulse 
periods used during interrogation of the Fabry-Perot sensor of 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 illustrates the re?ections of the multiple pulses 
illustrated in FIG. 2; and 

FIG. 4 is a graph of the frequency of the pulse re?ections of 
FIG. 3 plotted against the time delay imposed on the multiple 
pulses depicted in FIG. 2. 

To facilitate understanding, identical reference numerals 
have been used, Wherever possible, to designate identical 
elements that are common to the ?gures. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The present invention provides for interrogating time-mul 
tiplexed interferometric sensors using multiple interrogation 
pulses in a manner that avoids the necessity of alloWing all 
multiple re?ections from a Fabry-Perrot interferometer to 
fade out at the receiver before re?ections of a neW interroga 
tion pulse or signal sequence arrives at the receiver. Because 
the principles of the present invention enable interrogating 
time-multiplexed interferometric sensors Without requiring 
time delays to fade out re?ections of the interrogation pulses 
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4 
from prior interrogations, the inventive principles can 
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of sensor measurements. 
The principles of the present invention represent an enhance 
ment of the tWo pulse heterodyne sub-carrier technique in a 
manner such that the phase difference betWeen any tWo sub 
sequent pulses Within one repetition period alWays changes 
by the same amount from one repetition period to the next. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a ?ber-optic interferometric measure 
ment system 100 that incorporates the principles of the 
present invention. That system 100 includes a laser 102, a 
sWitch 104, a phase modulator 106, a circulator 108, a detec 
tor 110, and a demodulation unit 112. The measurement 
system 100 further includes an array 114 of Fabry-Perot 
sensors 116. The Fabry-Perot sensors 116 are individually 
formed on optical ?bers 120 that are coupled together by a 
splitter 122 that is connected to the coupler 108. The indi 
vidual elements are optically connected together by optical 
Waveguides 124. 

While FIG. 1 illustrates the use of a laser 102 and a phase 
modulator 106, the principles of the present invention can be 
implemented as shoWn in FIG. 1A. FIG. 1A shoWs a fre 
quency shifter, such as a Bragg cell 150, Which sWeeps the 
frequency of the light from the laser 102. Additionally, While 
FIGS. 1 and 1A shoW a Fabry-Perot-based interferometric 
measurement system, the principles of the present invention 
are highly suited for other types of interferometric measure 
ments. 

FIG. 2 illustrates Waveforms produced Within the interfero 
metric measurement system 100. Those Waveforms include a 
period T that is comprised of a portion T1 having a sequence 
of NP laser pulses transmitted to the sensor array and a portion 
T2 that extends from the end of T1 to the start of the next 
period. FIG. 2 shoWs NP:4 laser pulses in each period T1, 
With the start of the pulses is separated by the sensor imbal 
ance duration "cs. Thus, the total pulsing time T1 is NP'CS, While 
the non-pulsing time T2:T—T1. The periods (T1 and T2) 
repeat for subsequent interrogation periods. 
The phase modulator 106 modulates the phase of the pulses 

such that the optical frequencies produced in different trans 
mission time-slots are different. In a preferred embodiment, 
the difference in optical frequency betWeen any tWo subse 
quent transmitted time-slots equals Av, Where Av is the sub 
carrier frequency. These requirements are satis?ed if the 
phase of the pulse output by the phase modulator in the mth 
transmission time-slot and im TDM repetition period is given 
by, 

By the term “time slot” We in general mean a period of time 
that occurs at a certain position Within every TDM period. To 
generate the phase shift described by Eq. (1), assuming that 
the phase modulator has a linear response, the voltage that has 
to be applied to the phase modulator 106 is proportional to: 

(2) 

The optical frequency of the pulses in time-slot m is given 
by 

Wm, 1') — Wm, (i — 1)) (3) 
v(m) : 

Where vO is an optical frequency offset. 
Thus, the pulses in tWo consecutive time slots are separated 

in frequency by Av, so the phase function in Eq. (1) has a 
period equal to the sub-carrier period l/Av. The foregoing 
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phase function can alternatively be generated using a fre 
quency shifter 150, such as a Bragg cell, Which linearly 
sWeeps over a frequency range equal to the free spectral range 
l/‘CS Within one sub-carrier period l/Av. 

FIG. 3 illustrates pulse re?ections Within a Fabry-Perot 
sensor cavity that is interrogated using the principles of the 
present invention. For each round-trip traveled by an optical 
pulse Within the Fabry-Perot sensor cavity, some portion of 
the light is re?ected back toWards the detector. The total 
re?ected pulse sequence Will be the sum of the pulse 
sequences re?ected from each round trip. FIG. 3 speci?cally 
illustrates the leading edges of an interrogation pulse that is 
split into multiple pulse components. In FIG. 3, the thick 
vertical lines at positions 1 and 2 represent sensor re?ector 
positions at integral distances x/lS, where 15 is the sensor 
length. The interrogation pulse enters the array at position 0 at 
time delay 0. As shoWn, pulse components returned from the 
array toWards the left (at position 0) at different time delays 
have experienced a number of re?ections that increases With 
the time delay. Therefore, the output pulses become Weaker 
for increasing time delay. 

FIG. 4 illustrates hoW the optical frequencies in different 
time-slots con?gure as they are re?ected from the cavity. The 
4 lines With different line styles correspond to the round-trips 
illustrated With the corresponding line style in FIG. 3. Pulses 
in any tWo time-slots that have a delay separation equal to the 
sensor imbalance "us have a frequency difference Av. 

In FIG. 3 the output pulses have different time delays. The 
interference betWeen tWo pulses re?ected from the array to 
the receiver With time-delay difference j'ESQILZ, . . . ,Np—l) 

has its intensity given by, 

Here, m(m:j, . . . ,Np—l) is the transmission time slot 

number andi is the TDM period number of the original source 
pulse. The total detected intensity of the interference pattern 
is denoted l(m,i) and is the sum of all contributions lj(m,i), 
j:l,2, . . . ,Np—l. 

The foregoing shoWs that the sensor phase accumulates 
When the light passes multiple times through the cavity [as 
indicated by the term j<|>s in Eq. (4)]. If the components of the 
detected intensity signal that are due to interference betWeen 
re?ections With a time-delay difference other than "us are not 

removed, the demodulated signal Will be distorted. Interfer 
ence betWeen the re?ections With a difference in time-delay 
equal to the sensor delay imbalance ‘is Will contribute to signal 
components at the sub-carrier frequency Av in the detected 
interference signal, While interference betWeen re?ections 
With time-delay differences equal to multiples of the sensor 
delay imbalance ‘is Will only produce signal components at 
multiples of Av. This alloWs for ?ltering aWay the unWanted 
contributions that Would have given distortion of the signal. 
Only the band around Av is used to extract the sensor phase. 
The sensor phase can be found from: 

Where 
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-continued 
Miler/(K NW1 (6) 

Here, l(m,i) is the detected intensity of the interference 
pulse in receiver time slot m and TDM period i. The inner 
summations in the expressions for X6 and XS in Eq. (6) sums 
the Np—l pulses received Within one TDM repetition period. 
These sums are mixed With cosine and sine terms at the 
sub-carrier frequency and convolved With a loW-pass ?lter 
impulse response h of length M to extract the sine and cosine 
components of the inner sum signals at the sub-carrier fre 
quency Xs(k) and Xc(k), respectively. The signals Xs(k) and 
Xc(k) thus contain one sample each per sub-carrier period. 
One sample of (1)5 from each sub-carrierperiod is calculated by 
applying Xs(k) and Xc(k) to a four quadrant phase extraction 
(arctan) formula. KII/(AvT) is the number of repetition peri 
ods per sub-carrier period. K should be an integer and Av and 
T should be chosen accordingly. 

The largest possible frequency component that can be gen 
erated in the detected interference signal is (Np—l)Av. This 
frequency Will occur if the impulse response of sensor net 
Work contains signi?cant components that are separated in 
time by (NP-DIS. In that case re?ected components of the 
?rst pulse and the last pulse of the interrogation pulse 
sequence Will overlap at the detector. Frequency components 
that are larger than l/(2T) Will be aliased to frequencies 
betWeen 0 and l/(2T), eg a frequency component at l/(2T) 
<f<l/T Will be aliased to a frequency l/T-f. If a signal com 
ponent is aliased to the frequency band around Av, the 
extracted sensor phase Will be distorted. Consequently, the 
largest possible frequency component that should be alloWed 
to be generated With amplitudes that are high enough to cause 
unacceptable distortion is l/T-2Av. This implies that the 
maximum number of interrogating pulses NP in a sequence is 
determined by, 

The sensor phase is calculated from the Np—l re?ected 
pulses from each repetition period that involves interference 
betWeen ?rst order re?ections Within the sensor cavity. HoW 
ever, there Will be an in?nite number of decay pulses that is 
produced by the multiple re?ections Within the Fabry-Perot 
cavity. The sequence of these pulses must be alloWed to fade 
out to a level that is beloW the maximum alloWable crosstalk 
level of the sensor array before a re?ected pulse sequence 
from another sensor can be received. The number of the 
sequence of decay pulses that must be received before a neW 
sequence of re?ected pulses can be received, depends on the 
re?ectivity of the re?ectors. 

With Ndecay decay pulses, the total length of the received 
pulse sequence is Np+Ndecay With a total of N time multi 
plexed sensors, the minimum repetition period required is 
therefore, 
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It can be shown that total re?ected power is optimized 
when both Eqs. (7)and (8) are satis?ed, while the distance 
between the sensors are selected such that NdQCGyINP, and the 
re?ectivity is determined by the maximum allowable 
crosstalk level. Thus, the optimum number of interrogation 
pulses is: 

(9) 

The corresponding re?ectivites becomes, 

ROWJFI Xm, (10) 

where Xrel is the maximum allowable crosstalk level. When 
compared to the two pulse interrogation method, the forego 
ing method has a potential of increasing the signal-to-noise 
ratio. 

Crosstalk between sensors with moderate re?ectivity may 
be relatively high when TDM multiplexing several Fabry 
Perot sensors on the same line using any of the TDM inter 
rogation methods discussed herein. Therefore, for some 
embodiments, couplers 122 that split the power into parallel 
optical waveguides 120 having one TDM sensorper ?ber may 
be utiliZed. Further, for some embodiments, the interrogation 
techniques described herein may be combined with wave 
length division multiplexing (WDM) by using gratings at 
different wavelengths as re?ectors. 

While the foregoing description is directed to embodi 
ments of the present invention, other and further embodi 
ments of the invention may be devised without departing from 
the basic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined 
by the claims that follow. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method of interrogating interferometric sensors, com 

prising: 
providing an optical network comprising multiple optical 

pathways from an optical transmitter to an optical 
receiver, where pairs of optical pathways form sensor 
interferometers, each sensor interferometer having a 
sensor imbalance; 

generating a time-division multiplexed signal with a rep 
etition period; 
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8 
generating in each repetition period a sequence of interro 

gation pulses; 
generating the sequence of interrogation pulses in NP trans 

mission time slots in each repetition period such that 
consecutive time slots have a separation that corre 
sponds to the sensor imbalance, wherein NP is greater 
than 2; and 

modulating the interrogation pulses such that the interro 
gation pulses produced in different time-slots have dif 
ferent optical frequencies. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the optical frequency 
generated in transmission time slot number m, where m 
ranges from 0 to Nip-1, is shifted by a frequency In Av relative 
to an optical frequency offset, where Av is the sub-carrier 
frequency of the interrogation pulses and the sub-carrier fre 
quency is time dependent. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the optical frequency 
produced in each transmission time-slot does not vary with 
time. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein modulating the 
sequence of NP interrogation pulses comprises frequency 
modulating light from a light source. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein modulating the 
sequence of NP interrogation pulses comprises phase modu 
lating light from a light source. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the optical network 
comprises an optical ?ber. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein at least two sensor 
interferometers are formed in-line in the optical ?ber. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein a receiver detects the 
intensities of pulses that are formed by interference between 
the portions of the interrogation pulses that have propagated 
the two pathways that form a sensor interferometer. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the intensities of pulses 
are processed to extract information about a sensor phase. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein a time series of the 
intensities of pulses detected in different detection time slots 
are summed to generate a sum time series; and 

wherein the sum time series is applied to a phase extraction 
algorithm that extracts information about a phase of a 
signal component of the sum times series at the sub 
carrier frequency Av. 


